**POWER**
Turns all massage zones and modes on and off when pressed.
If heat is on, then pressing the power button will also turn off heat but pressing the power button will not turn the heat on.

**HEAT ON/OFF**
Turns all massage zones and modes on and off when pressed. If heat is on, then pressing the power button will also turn off heat but pressing the power button will not turn the heat on.

**HOME**
Hold down the rocker to bring your chair to the home position.

**MASSAGE ZONES**
Customize your massage by controlling which zones are activated.
LEDs will signify which zones are currently on. If no zones are selected, then the massage will turn off.

**MASSAGE MODES**
Choose a massage mode by pushing the button. The LED signify which mode is activated. Modes include:

- **Pulse**
- **Wave**
- **Alternating Zones**

**HEADREST, RECLINE AND LUMBAR CONTROLS**
Inflate and deflate the furniture controls using the rockers.

Example:
- Push this side to deflate
- Push this side to inflate

**Air Massage Zones**

1. **1**
2. **2**
3. **3**
4. **4**
PERSONALIZE YOUR MASSAGE WITH AIR
Utilizing four air bladder zones and three massage modes, your massage will relax your mind and body.

Mode types:
- Alternating Zones
- Wave
- Pulse

HEAT THERAPY
Not only will heat therapy keep you warm during the winter, but heat will help with relaxation.

Heat therapy can:
- Increase blood flow
- Manage pain
- Aid in relaxation

RELAXATION CUSTOMIZED
With the Smart Comfort™ air massage system, you can fine tune your experience to address your needs.

Relax your way:
- Inflate lumbar support
- Recline to your favorite relaxing position with a touch of button
- Adjust the headrest for watching tv, napping or reading

USA BASED DESIGN, PARTS, AND SUPPORT
We have a worldwide presence backed with local support to answer your questions.

QUESTIONS
Toll Free: 888-987-1011
Main: 262-502-1011
Email: sales@raffel.com
Explore: raffel.com